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Abstract—Cognitive radio technologies enable users to op-
portunistically access unused licensed spectrum and are viewed
as a promising way to deal with the current spectrum crisis.
Over the last fifteen years, cognitive radio technologies have
been extensively studied from algorithmic design to practical
implementation. One pressing and fundamental problem is how
to integrate cognitive radios into current wireless networks
to enhance network capacity and improve users’ experience.
Unfortunately, existing solutions to cognitive radio networks
(CRNs) suffer from many practical design issues. To foster
further research activities in this direction, we attempt to provide
a tutorial for CRN architecture design. Noticing that an effective
architecture for CRNs is still lacking, in this tutorial, we systemat-
ically summarize the principles for CRN architecture design and
present a novel flexible network architecture, termed cognitive
capacity harvesting network (CCHN), to elaborate on how a
CRN architecture can be designed. Unlike existing architectures,
we introduce a new network entity, called secondary service
provider (SSP), and deploy cognitive radio capability enabled
routers, called cognitive radio routers, in order to effectively
and efficiently manage resource harvesting and mobile traffic
while enabling users without cognitive radios to access and
enjoy CCHN services. Our analysis shows that our CCHN aligns
well to industrial standardization activities and hence provides
a viable approach to implementing future CRNs. We hope that
our proposed design approach opens a new venue to future CRN
research.

Index Terms—Cognitive radio networks, opportunistic spec-
trum access, multi-hop transmissions, spectrum auction, archi-
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tectural design.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last twenty years, we have witnessed tremendous
success of mobile communications technology and dramatic
increase of mobile data traffic. As reported in Cisco Visual
Networking Index, by the end of 2015, mobile traffic has
grown almost 400-million-fold over the past 15 years and
will continuously increase by nearly 8 folds between 2015
and 2020 due to recent popularity of smart devices such
as smart phones and various emerging applications, such as
mobile health (mHealth), mobile online social networking,
mobile gaming and mobile multimedia services [1]. For ex-
ample, there are currently nearly 350 million smartphone,
connected tablets and wearable devices being used in U.S.
and generate more than 100000 times the traffic supported
in 2008 [2]. Such unprecedent proliferation of mobile data
traffic will soon surpass the network capacity no matter how
much spectrum allocated according to the Shannon’s informa-
tion capacity limits [3]. Hence, existing telecommunication
systems will ultimately become congested and demand for
more spectrum. Unfortunately, available spectrum for current
telecommunication systems is very limited due to the fixed
spectrum allocation policy. A recent study shows that, to
support booming mobile data traffic, we will demand more
than 350MHz additional licensed spectrum by 2019 [4]. In
view of such a huge demand in extra spectrum resources, the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) recently opened
up millimeter wave bands for 5G systems and relaxed the
stringent spectrum policy in low frequency bands [5]–[8].
Along with the FCC’s spectrum policy work, US National
Science Foundation (NSF) announced an over $400 million
investment to support advanced wireless research and dynamic
spectrum sharing is viewed as a promising research direction
[2]. Dynamic spectrum sharing enables opportunities for dy-
namically sharing under-utilized licensed spectrum bands as
long as such a spectrum usage does not significantly impact
the services of the incumbent licensed users. The resulting
cognitive radio technology is viewed as a promising solution
to achieving high spectrum efficiency by utilizing effective dy-
namic spectrum sharing strategies. According to [9], cognitive
radio is an intelligent wireless communication system aware
of its operating environment and dynamically reconfigures its
operating parameters to efficiently utilize available spectrum
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bands. When equipped with cognitive radios, unlicensed users,
called secondary users (SUs), could actively sense unused
licensed spectrum and conduct communications accordingly
without affecting the normal operations of the licensed users
of that spectrum band, called primary users (PUs). Ever since
the concept of cognitive radios was introduced, extensive
research efforts have been made to the enabling technologies
for cognitive radios, such as channel occupancy modeling,
spectrum sensing, spectrum decision and resource allocation
[10].

Recent research progress of cognitive radios has been well
summarized in a couple of survey papers. As mentioned
previously, the basic operations of a cognitive radio address
awareness of the environment, decision making and recon-
figuration of operating parameters. The first operation for a
cognitive radio is to endow a radio with the ability to be
aware of its operating environment. In the current literature,
this is usually achieved via spectrum sensing. Recent advances
on spectrum sensing have been surveyed in [11] where Ali
and Hamouda review existing approaches in narrow-band
sensing, wide-band sensing and cooperative sensing, and the
latest advances in implementation and standardization. In
[11], developing compressive sensing based approaches in the
presence of practical imperfections is listed as an important
future step to push forward cognitive radio technologies. The
latest advances related to this topic are surveyed in [12] and
[13]. In [12], existing research works related to the application
of compressive sensing in cognitive radios are thoroughly
reviewed. In this paper, Sharma et al. first provide an introduc-
tion to compressive sensing and, then, survey existing works
related to wide-band sensing, signal parameter estimation,
radio environment map construction, and so on. In [13], a
holistic review of main imperfections, which is possible to be
encountered by a cognitive radio system, and corresponding
countermeasures are provided. In addition to spectrum sens-
ing, the capability of decision making is another requisite
which makes radios cognitive. One of the most important
decisions which should be made by cognitive radios is how
to access PUs’ spectrum. There are generally three kinds of
spectrum access paradigms, i.e., opportunistic spectrum ac-
cess (interweave), concurrent spectrum access (underlay) and
cooperative spectrum access (overlay). When opportunistic
spectrum access is adopted, cognitive radios cannot access
licensed spectrum if PUs’ activities are detected. Concurrent
spectrum access and cooperative spectrum access allow cog-
nitive radios to simultaneously exploit licensed spectrum with
PUs. Concurrent spectrum access requires that interference
received by PUs be controlled, while cooperative spectrum
access requires SUs to assist PUs’ transmissions in exchange
for spectrum access opportunities [14]. Once spectrum access
paradigms are determined, cognitive radios will decide which
spectrum to use and how to adjust operating parameters
accordingly. These problems are thoroughly discussed in [14],
[15]. Particularly, related machine learning techniques are
comprehensively reviewed in [16], [17]. When combining
with accurate spectrum occupancy models, aforementioned
techniques could lead to more efficient cognitive radios. In
view of this, various spectrum occupancy models obtained

from measurement campaigns all over the world are surveyed
in [18].

Clearly, the spectrum scarcity and the development of
cognitive radio technologies will eventually lead to the wide
application of cognitive radios and the so-called cognitive
radio networks (CRNs). One of the most crucial parts of CRNs
is how to develop efficient resource allocation schemes to
allow the coexistence of multiple cognitive radios. Due to
its importance, resource allocation in CRNs has been well
investigated in the literature. The general descriptions of the
various aspects of resource allocation in CRNs, including
important criteria, typical requirements/parameters and com-
mon approaches, are provided in [19], [20]. A comprehensive
survey of resource allocation algorithms are presented in
[21] where similarities and differences as well as strength-
s and weaknesses of these algorithms are investigated. In
[22], existing technical solutions related to cognitive MAC
(C-MAC) design are reviewed based on the concept of C-
MAC cycle. In [23], auction-based approaches are surveyed
as efficient resource allocation methods for wireless systems,
including CRNs. Specific resource allocation problems related
to CRNs with the concurrent spectrum access paradigm and
the cooperative spectrum access paradigm are discussed in
[24] and [25], respectively. In CRNs, particularly multi-hop
CRNs, another important issue is how to identify the best
route for data delivery. A survey and a taxonomy of up-to-date
routing metrics for CRNs are presented in [26]. In parallel
with resource allocation and routing, there is an increasing
research interest on security issues in CRNs. Recent advances
in security threats and corresponding countermeasures in
CRNs are studied in [27] with an emphasis on the physical
layer, while a specialized but comprehensive survey on the
Byzantine attack and defense for cooperative spectrum sensing
in CRNs is presented in [28]. Recently, the growing concern
in energy consumption has led to fast development of green
communication technologies and the emergence of green-
energy-powered CRNs. In [29], the state-of-the-art progress
on energy-efficient cognitive radios and green-energy-powered
CRNs is reviewed.

Clearly, the success of CRNs will not only depend on
various technical progress mentioned above but also rely on
an effective and efficient network architecture. As pointed out
in [30], the potentials of aforementioned cognitive radio tech-
nologies might not be fully exploited without an appropriate
network architecture. Unfortunately, this problem is still not
well addressed. Even if there are some network architectures
proposed in the literature such as [10] and [31], it is still
assumed that all end devices must be equipped with cognitive
radio capability. Without an appropriate network architecture,
the corresponding CRNs might even not be able to work
correctly [15], [32]–[37]. Although there are lots of surveys
and tutorials on CRNs, the importance of network architecture
design for CRNs has unfortunately been overlooked. In this
paper, we attempt to fill in this void by providing a tutorial
on network architecture design for CRNs. In this tutorial, we
systematically summarize the principles of CRN architecture
design and employ a novel flexible network architecture,
called a cognitive capacity harvesting network (CCHN), as an
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example to elaborate on how to design an effective network
architecture for CRNs. Unlike existing proposals, we introduce
a new network entity, called a secondary service provider
(SSP), and deploy cognitive radio capable routing entities,
called cognitive radio routers (CR-routers), in order to provide
services to SUs more efficiently. According to the subsequent
discussions, the CCHN can efficiently exploit available har-
vested spectrum bands to serve SUs without imposing con-
straints on their communication devices, which aligns well to
current industrial standardization activities. Then, we present
how to refine the designed architecture with multiple potential
research directions. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness
of the designed CCHN architecture by examining how it could
be employed as a solution to CRNs in various application
scenarios. To facilitate the easy reading, Table I summarizes
the important abbreviations and their definitions.

The rest of this tutorial is organized as follows. In the fol-
lowing section, we review the important but widely overlooked
challenges in practical implementation of CRNs and discuss
how these deficiencies will affect the implementation of CRNs,
which motivates us with a couple of design principles. Then, in
section III, we present our CCHN architecture as an example
to elaborate on CRN architecture design and explain how it
is related to the obtained design principles, current industrial
standardization activities, and the existing proposals for CRNs.
In Section IV, we articulate what kinds of problems have to be
considered to further refine the details of the designed archi-
tecture with multiple potential research directions, followed by
several possible interesting application scenarios most suitable
for CCHNs in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in the
last section.

TABLE I
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS.

Abbreviation Definition
PU Primary user
SU Secondary user

CRN Cognitive radio network
CCC Common control channel
ICRN Infrastructure-based cognitive radio network
CRAN Cognitive ad hoc network
HCRN Hybrid cognitive radio network
CCHN Cognitive capacity harvesting network

SSP Secondary service provider
BS Base station

CR-router Cognitive radio router

II. DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR CRN ARCHITECTURE

We first provide a holistic overview on the important but
widely overlooked challenges in practical implementation of
CRNs, which renders us a better understanding of CRNs and
enables us to figure out important features that a future CRN
must have, and thus guides us to come up with the fundamental
design principles for the future CRN architecture. In what
follows, we will examine those challenges from five aspects,
namely, hardware implementation, common control channel
establishment, efficient resource utilization, spectrum auction,
and statistical end-to-end quality of service provisioning.

A. Hardware Implementation

Most of existing works assume each device has cognitive
radio capability. However, it is unlikely that all devices would
have this capability in place. Light-weighted handheld devices
only have limited resources, such as computation resources,
battery power and storage, which prevents them from achiev-
ing the goal required for cognitive radios. As required by the
FCC, SUs should not cause harmful interference or disrup-
tions to the transmissions of license holders, i.e., PUs. Thus,
SUs should keep monitoring/sensing the unused spectrum to
ensure that the PUs’ transmissions are not affected, which
will consume significant amount of time, computational re-
sources and energy [32], [38]–[41]. When PUs are detected
to be active, SUs’ devices need to immediately vacate its
current occupied licensed spectrum and possibly switch to
another unlicensed/licensed spectrum. As reported in [42],
[43], switching between different spectrum bands will involve
frequent tuning of power amplifiers, which incurs high en-
ergy consumption. Frequent spectrum sensing and spectrum
switching processes will drain battery power very fast, and
hence light-weighted devices may soon run out of battery
power, making devices useless. On the other hand, relatively
small sizes of light-weighted devices make hardware design
challenging. In cognitive radios, we often need a reconfig-
urable antenna for communications and processing and another
dedicated antenna for spectrum sensing/monitoring [44]. When
implementing these antennas on small devices, we need to
deal with coexistence issues, such as crosstalk, so that the
performance of cognitive radios will not be significantly im-
pacted. Moreover, when light-weighted devices utilize multiple
spectrum bands simultaneously as suggested in various works,
their design will be even more complicated since the devices
should accommodate multiple transceivers/RF chains. Due
to complexity in hardware design, endowing light-weighted
devices with cognitive radio capability is not an easy task at the
very least in the near future. Even if aforementioned challenges
could be overcome, significant amount of time and effort
should be devoted to hardware design and signal processing,
which will inevitably increase the cost and complexity on the
user side. It would be ideal that future CRNs could be designed
to be flexible enough so that devices without cognitive radio
capability could still benefit from cognitive radio technology.
It would be also better to shift hardware design complexity
from the user side to the network side as commonly done for
many prolific applications1. More importantly, the requirement
for backward compatibility also calls for such a flexible CRN
architecture to support services for existing devices without
cognitive capability.

B. Common Control Channel Establishments

To efficiently utilize the harvested spectrum bands, we must
ensure two parties between a link stay on the same channel
and different links will not conflict/interfere with each other.
In the current literature, this is usually achieved through a

1It should be noted that our argument focuses on the network access
part and thus does not contradict with the end-to-end argument in computer
systems design [45], [46].
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common control channel (CCC) where negotiation and infor-
mation exchanges are carried out [47]–[50]. Unfortunately, it
is still unclear which bands the CCC should be allocated. The
motivation for SUs to access unused licensed bands is the lack
of available spectrum bands to support current services. Thus,
without proper provisioning of control channels, these SUs
might not have enough reliable spectrum resource even for
the CCC. Some works suggest using harvested bands to set
up the CCC [48]. Due to spatial variation of PUs’ activities,
SUs might have different views of spectrum availability. In this
case, how can we construct a CCC among SUs considering
the discrepancy in spectrum availability? A rendezvous process
could achieve this goal, but it will take relatively long time
for SUs to converge on the same spectrum [51], [52]. In
[48], it was proposed to employ a centralized approach to
establishing the CCC, which is more time efficient. Con-
sidering spatial variation of spectrum availability, centralized
approach relies on SUs themselves to report their spectrum
availability information. How and through which bands SUs
could submit these information to the central controller is still
unclear. Furthermore, employing harvested spectrum bands
for control signaling will need to consider reliability issues.
One basic premise of current cognitive radio technology is
that SUs should vacate the spectrum immediately once PUs
return. Due to the unexpected return of PUs, control signaling
transmissions might be interrupted at any time, which might
cause severe problems for normal network operations. Thus,
to take advantage of cognitive radios, CRNs should be able to
reserve reliable spectrum bands for control channels, yet this
issue has not been well addressed in the current literature.

C. Resource Utilization

Even if hardware implementation and common control
channel establishments have been addressed properly, spec-
trum resources may not be efficiently utilized if only based
on current network architecture of CRNs [53]–[56]. One of
the widely adopted CRN architectures is the infrastructure-
based CRN (ICRN) where SUs connect with BSs/APs via
single-hop connections. Such an architecture may lead to
inefficient utilization of network spectrum resources. On the
one hand, single-hop relaying schemes might result in long
distance transmissions from SUs to BSs/APs and thus require
relatively high transmission power, which reduces the number
of available harvested bands to local SUs and hence lowers
the utilization of locally available spectrum bands. On the
other hand, single-hop transmissions will dramatically limit
frequency reuse due to high transmission power and increase
SUs’ energy consumption. These issues could be resolved by
incorporating multi-hop transmissions into ICRNs [57], [58].
However, current research works on multi-hop CRNs mainly
focus on cognitive radio ad hoc networks (CRANs), which
does not rely on fixed infrastructure and data is forwarded
among SUs via multi-hop transmissions. CRANs encounter
many challenges in practice [56]. Since data delivery in
CRANs relies on per-user based routing, in order to obtain
optimal routes, each flow initiator, the source, should acquire
full network information, such as network topology, traffic

information, spectrum availability, and residual battery energy,
which may generate too much control overhead. Currently,
how and on which bands these information are exchanged are
still unclear. Moreover, in per-user based routing, even though
SUs could make routing decisions, these routes might not be
feasible due to the conflicts among them when considering
spectrum availability. Even if the selected routes are feasible,
it is difficult to allocate enough resources among different links
and schedule their transmissions to build up these routes. Even
if resource allocation and link scheduling could be resolved,
how to disseminate the decisions is still challenging due to
the lack of spectrum resources. More importantly, in case
of link failure, how to notify the affected SUs is not an
easy task. If the affected SUs are not timely informed, the
allocated network resources might be wasted and the QoS
of the affected sessions will inevitably be degraded. Thus,
existing CRNs fail to achieve efficient resource utilization.
From previous discussions, we conclude that an effective CRN
should smoothly integrate ICRNs with CRANs and is capable
of exploiting the benefits of both ICRNs and CRANs.

D. Spectrum Auction

In the current study of CRNs, spectrum auction is viewed
as an efficient economic-based approach to dynamic spectrum
access (DSA) [59]. Although many interesting approaches
have been proposed to enable spectrum auction, it is difficult to
implement them in practice. Most existing works on spectrum
auction are per-user based scheme where SUs need to select
spectrum bands to bid and submit bids all by themselves
[60]–[63]. As SUs do not subscribe services from primary
networks, how could they get the information on spectrum
availability and submit their bids to the spectrum market?
These could be handled by the auctioneer, but it is still unclear
who the auctioneer is in current envisioned CRNs. Due to
possible conflicts of interest, both spectrum sellers (i.e., PUs)
and buyers (i.e., SUs) are not suitable to act as the auctioneer
for many spectrum auction schemes proposed in the literature
[64], [65]. Even if this is not the case, how and through which
bands could the spectrum seller and buyers communicate with
each other when one of them is served as the auctioneer?
If the auctioneer is a third-party, how could SUs submit
their bids to this third-party [66]? Even if all aforementioned
issues have been addressed satisfactorily, current per-user
based scheme might still be impractical because SUs might
even not know what spectrum is due to the lack of expertise
in telecommunications.

Besides, it is also difficult for the available spectrum re-
sources to be efficiently utilized with the current per-user based
spectrum auction scheme. First, existing spectrum auction
schemes mainly focus on the auction schematic design and
neglect corresponding implementation issues such as com-
munication and information enabling services [61]. On the
one hand, it is unclear whom the winning SUs communicate
with and how to deliver the spectrum information to the other
parties. On the other hand, it is unclear what kinds of services
will be carried over the purchased spectrum bands. Second,
due to limited network information, SUs might experience
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difficulties in determining the optimal spectrum bands to bid
for, particularly when multi-hop transmissions are involved
[67]. In this case, several mutually-interfered SUs might bid
for the same spectrum and leave some other spectrum bands
unused, which makes the auction process inefficient. Besides,
when multi-hop CRNs adopt the per-user spectrum auction,
a source SU could only bid for the first-hop, but could not
bid spectrum for the relaying nodes unless a holistic end-to-
end (session-based) spectrum auction scheme is used [67]–
[69]. Apart from these issues, current per-user based schemes
will experience difficulties in FCC rule enforcement and bill
collection, particularly when online auctions are on the scale
of minutes with costs on the scale of sub dollars. Clearly,
none of these issues could be resolved without the support
with some reliable network service provisioning. Since most
current CRNs fail to fulfill this task, we need to design a novel
CRN to provide network-wide support for spectrum auction.

E. Statistical Quality of Service Provisioning

In wireless networks, end-to-end (e2e) quality-of-service
(QoS) provisioning is challenging but important [70]–[75].
Thus, in spite of its difficulty, there are still many research
works done in the current literature attempting to address
QoS issues in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) or wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) [70], [71], [76]–[78]. Unfortunately,
most existing works on CRNs are still focusing on one-hop
transmissions without considering e2e QoS. Although quite
a few papers have formulated flow optimization problems
to address e2e QoS, many of them assume that PUs will
not return during the optimization interval, leading to the
flow optimization problems similar to those for multi-channel
multi-hop networks, which is obviously inappropriate for
practical CRNs. Unlike MANETs or WSNs, service deliv-
ery in CRNs is done by using others’ spectrum resources
opportunistically, which makes QoS provisioning in CRNs
much more challenging. To guarantee the e2e QoS over
a multi-hop connection in CRNs, we have to manage the
spectrum resource in each hop in terms of spectrum harvesting,
selection of appropriate spectrum bands, and maintenance of
links. Obviously, if only harvested dynamic spectrum bands
have to be used for CRN operations, a SU itself alone will
not be able to address e2e multi-hop connection services,
particularly when spectrum auction is used for acquisition of
spectrum bands to sustain multi-hop transmissions. First of
all, neighborhood discovery has to be used to find potential
relay nodes, but it is spectrum-dependent: over which band
communications can be conducted. Given the uncertainty of
harvested spectrum bands, how to find neighboring nodes
become uncertain. Even if we have discovered all neighbors,
it may be difficult to select the appropriate band for that
particular link without control channel provisioning because
the transmitter and the receiver of a link may have different
views of a band, and hence it may take intensive signaling
exchanges and time to converge on the right harvested band for
both the transmitter and the receiver, even if a reliable channel
is available. Third, deterministic QoS guarantee seems not
appropriate over CRNs when relying on uncertain harvested

spectrum, and we have to seek statistical QoS guarantee for
e2e service provisioning. Depending on application scenarios,
statistical QoS provisioning can be handled differently. When
the e2e paths have been fixed as considered in [79], the
statistical QoS is provided by ensuring the traffic requirements
on all the links along the considered path are simultaneously
satisfied with certain probability. Under the assumption that
spectrum availability in different links is independent, such
a probabilistic constraint can be reformulated as separate
probabilistic constraints for each link, which facilitates the
solution finding. When spectrum availability of different links
is not independent, we can find approximations/bounds of the
constraints or try to decompose it into multiple simpler con-
straints with, for example, Bonferroni’s inequality [80]. When
the e2e paths are not determined beforehand as considered
in [69], the statistical QoS can be provided by statistically
quantifying concerned metrics, such as throughput and delay,
of each link and performing network routing accordingly to
select paths to meet the QoS requirement. In this case, a new
set of novel stochastic optimization problems may have to be
formulated to address e2e QoS issues. However, as mentioned
earlier, without network-wide information, it is hard to address
even e2e statistical QoS guarantee. As a result, e2e QoS
provisioning in CRNs is impossible without effective support
of the network-wide supervision. As far as we know, our recent
works [67], [68] are among the few which tackle statistical
QoS in CRNs under uncertain spectrum availability.

In summary, all above challenges imply that a successful
CRN should be able to benefit non-CR devices, reserve reliable
spectrum bands for control signaling, exploit the benefits of
both CRANs and ICRNs, provide network-wide support for
spectrum auction, and enable statistical QoS provisioning.
Since existing CRNs are not flexible enough to meet all
these challenges, we will present a novel flexible network
architecture, namely, cognitive capacity harvesting network
(CCHN) architecture, to elaborate on how a CRN architecture
could be designed to satisfy all those design principles. The
central idea is to take a holistic approach from the end-to-end
perspective to effectively and efficiently managing uncertain
harvested spectrum resources to support randomly varying
users’ service demands because users are ultimately concerned
with their end-to-end service quality, not how this is done.
This cannot be achieved without network-wide perspectives
of both service demands and resource availability as random
variations in service demands and available resources can only
be effectively managed with (at least partially) collective view
on demands and resources. The proposed CCHN architecture
reflects this design philosophy. In what follows, we will
discuss this architecture in detail.

III. CCHNS: COGNITIVE CAPACITY HARVESTING
NETWORKS

In this section, we first introduce our network architecture
and basic network components, such as the secondary ser-
vice provider (SSP), BSs and CR-routers. we then elaborate
on how these network entities work together to efficiently
support various kinds of SUs and their heterogenous traffic
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demands. We also provide detailed discussions on how the
aforementioned design principles in the last section can be
satisfied and reflected via the architecture design. Specifically,
we incorporate the idea of control/user data (C/U) plane decou-
pling into our design in order to make the network operations
more controllable and robust against random variations in
both service demands and spectrum resource availability [81].
Moreover, we will discuss how SUs’ data traffic is delivered
and how available network resources, such as spectrum bands,
could be efficiently exploited to support SUs’ traffic with
diverse volume and QoS constraints. Furthermore, we provide
a detailed description to show that spectrum auction can be
easily carried out under the proposed CCHN architecture.
Finally, we carefully study how the design architecture is
related to industrial standardization activities as well as the
existing architectures of CRNs.

A. Network Architecture

The proposed CCHN is shown in Fig. 1 as first proposed
as earlier as in 2011 [67], [69], [82], [83]. A unique feature
of the CCHN is the introduction of a secondary service
provider (SSP) which owns some basic licensed spectrum
bands to provide basic reliable communication services such
as common control signaling. The SSP can be an independent
wireless service provider which is willing to provide new
kinds of services to mobile users or existing wireless network
operator which intends to enhance its existing services. For
example, an SSP could be a cellular service provider (CSP) if
the cellular operator experiences spectrum shortage or traffic
congestion. We assume that the SSP has already deployed or is
willing to deploy necessary partial infrastructure, such as BSs,
CR-routers and spectrum sensing nodes, to serve its users. The
BSs are used for fundamental coverage just as what has been
done in cellular networks. The CR-routers form a wireless
mesh backhaul, a cognitive radio mesh, to assist BSs in service
delivery and could relay SUs’ traffic in a multi-hop fashion2.
In the CCHN, all BSs and CR-routers have cognitive radio
capability and are capable of utilizing both basic and harvested
bands for communications. Under this architecture, SUs could
be served by either BSs or CR-routers depending on their
locations. For non-CR SUs, BSs and CR-routers could tune
to, for example, the basic bands to deliver mobile services. If
SUs carry cognitive radios, they could communicate with BSs
and CR-routers over both the basic and harvested bands. In the
following, we will give a detailed description of the network
entities and how they work together to offer services to SUs.

As stated above, an SSP is a wireless service provider
which has its own basic licensed spectrum bands and partial
infrastructure, such as the CSP. An SSP can be the owner as
well as the operator of the CCHN and is responsible for its
normal operations and maintenance. The SSP is in charge of
resource allocation and coordination of CR-routers to provide
services to SUs in its coverage area. For this purpose, the
SSP needs to exchange control information with CR-routers
through BSs. Thus, the SSP will reserve a certain number

2In this paper, SUs refer to those users who have subscribed the SSP’s
service.

of basic bands for the common control signaling between
BSs and CR-routers. Besides, to enable user access, it will
also allocate a certain number of resources, including a few
basic bands, to BSs/CR-routers for SUs’ data delivery and
user access related control signaling. The SSP will allocate
the remaining basic bands, together with harvested licensed
bands, to the cognitive radio mesh of CR-routers for data
delivery. It could employ CR-routers to proactively collect
intelligence, e.g., spectrum availability and the distribution
of network traffic, from the network. For example, with the
spectrum availability information collected by CR-routers and
spectrum sensing nodes, the SSP could construct a fine-grained
spectrum map over its service area. When running out of
licensed spectrum bands, the SSP could immediately identify
unused harvested licensed bands to use. With the collected
information, it can make centralized scheduling and resource
allocation, and send the scheduling decisions to CR-routers
to coordinate their operations. Furthermore, the SSP could
also purchase unused licensed spectrum bands directly from
spectrum market when necessary.

The BSs can be deployed by the SSP to provide basic cov-
erage services or can be leased from existing cellular operators
(e.g., the SSP could lease certain amount of bandwidth from
a cellular operator to save initial deployment cost or just lease
the use of BSs but with its own transceivers and spectrum
bands). BSs are interconnected with wired connections via
either the Internet or other data networks or Public Switched
Telephone Networks (PSTNs), which allows the SSP to gain
connections to the backbone network. On the one hand, BSs
will serve as a data aggregation point or a gateway for CR-
routers. On the other hand, BSs act as agents for SSP to
exchange control signaling information with CR-routers and
SUs. Similar to its counterpart in cellular networks, the BSs
in the CCHN could support control signaling as well as data
communications. Each BS has its own coverage area, i.e.,
a cell, and SUs could connect with BSs in their proximity,
particularly when they have urgent data to transmit. BSs are
equipped with multiple radios and air interfaces, such as the
basic band interface, the cognitive radio interface and the WiFi
interface. Depending on other parties’ available interfaces, BSs
will select proper interfaces to communicate.

A CR-router could be either a wireless router installed
at certain location (e.g., lampposts, rooftops, or trees) or
integrated in a mobile node. Similar to BSs, CR-routers
are equipped with multiple radio interfaces, such as basic
band interfaces and cognitive radio interfaces. Thus, CR-
routers could communicate over both the basic bands and
the harvested licensed or unlicensed bands. CR-routers could
work collaboratively with mobile sensing nodes to sense the
licensed/unlicensed spectrum bands and forward the results
to the SSP to build up a fine-grained spectrum map over
the SSP’s service area. The CR-routers could support basic
control signaling via reliable basic bands, including system
information broadcasting, handover signaling and signaling
for resource allocation, such that SUs could directly connect
to CR-routers [84]. Each SU selects a nearby CR-router/BS
to connect based on certain metrics, such as the maximum
Reference Signal Receiving Power (RSRP) and the maximum
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Fig. 1. The Cognitive Capacity Harvesting Network Architecture (CCHN) [69]. CR-routers are
represented as relay stations.

receiving signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR) [85],
[86]. CR-routers are responsible for providing their associated
SUs with backhaul connection to backbone networks and
coordinate the transmissions of these SUs. CR-routers collect
the traffic requests of their associated SUs and submit the
aggregated requests to the SSP for routing, scheduling and
resource allocation. Once the scheduling decisions have been
made, CR-routers work collectively to deliver data traffic
accordingly. Based on the resources allocated by the SSP (e.g.,
spectrum bands, time periods), CR-routers will perform local
resource management to guarantee SUs’ experience.

In summary, BSs and CR-routers collaboratively work
together to manage the resources (licensed or unlicensed)
to handle the traffic in the coverage area. The CR-routers
form the cognitive radio mesh to transport data from BSs
closer to the end users (SUs) so that spectrum can be more
efficiently utilized with potentially higher frequency reuse.
For clarity, the important concepts involved in the CCHN
are summarized in Table II, and the cognitive cycle and
typical cognitive radio activities involved in the CCHN are
shown in Fig. 2. Up to now, we explain why the designed
architecture is characterized by “capacity harvesting”. By
“capacity harvesting”, we mean that the proposed network
architecture is able to identify and utilize unused spectrum
resources which can provide the network with extra capacity.
“Capacity harvesting” is a similar concept to energy harvesting
since both of them are related to the process of acquiring
extra resources from surrounding environment [29]. Unlike
energy harvesting, “Capacity harvesting” includes not only the
process of identifying available spectrum bands but also the
process of utilizing these spectrum bands, which is the reason
why we choose “capacity harvesting” instead of “spectrum

harvesting”. In fact, the proposed network architecture can
also identify other capacity such as energy saving facilities,
high speed connection points, etc., which will be investigated
elsewhere to avoid confusion in this paper.

B. C/U Plane Decoupling

Control signaling plays a very important role in managing
overall communications services and must be supported by
reliable channels for fast connection establishment and for
quick opportunistic resource allocation. Due to the uncertainty
of harvested spectrum caused by random returns of PUs,
harvested spectrum will be better managed by reliable control
signaling protocols. Since, in our CCHN, we require that the
SSP have its own basic bands to support control signaling
while harvested spectrum support data services, we naturally
have control and user data plane (C/U) decoupled. This is also
why we introduce the basic bands to enable C/U decoupled
protocol to more effectively manage the use of harvested
spectrum.

Besides, different SUs might have very diverse moving
speeds, such as the smartphones of pedestrians and moving
vehicles. It is always better to handle connections based on
mobility. Usually, it would be better to connect fast SUs to BSs
for services to lower handoff rate while connecting slow SUs
to CR-routers as commonly done in cellular systems, particu-
larly in 5G cellular systems. When SUs move in high-speed,
if we purely rely on traditional coupled signaling protocols to
manage connections, they may be connected to CR-routers for
their services, and hence there will be more inter-CR-router
handoffs. Too frequent handoffs will cause not only too much
control signaling traffic but also poor user experience due to
potential disconnections caused by failed handoffs [87]. To
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reduce control signaling overhead and enhance user experience
during handoff, in our proposed CCHN, we can use C/U
decoupled scheme to proactively manage the connections as
we mentioned before and also as we have done for high-speed
railway systems [81]. For high-speed SUs, e.g., User 2 in Fig.
3, the control plane (C-plane) traffic is directly managed by
the BS, while the data plane (U-plane) traffic is handled by
either the BS directly or CR-routers, but controlled by the
BS. Namely, the C-plane and U-plane traffic are managed by
separated nodes. If a SU’s data service is via a BS, C-plane and
U-plane will conduct handoff simultaneously. If a SU’s data
service is via CR-routers, the connected BS will manage the
C-plane and proactively plan the handoff between CR-routers
to simplify the handoff process. We can also utilize the bi-
casting strategy proposed in [81] to enable the current serving
CR-router and target CR-router to provide data services during
the handoff area. Since the serving BS has more information
about the spectrum resource availability and mobility of the
SU, we can address handoff more efficiently while maintaining
seamless services statistically. For low speed SUs, e.g., User
1 in Fig. 3, we still let both the control signaling and the
data traffic to be handled by CR-routers. In such a way,
basic bands for control signaling could be reused due to the
short range connections between SUs and CR-routers. By
aggregating the traffic from SUs with low mobility, BSs will

User 1

User 2

Data Plane Connection Control Plane Connection

Fig. 3. C/U Plane Decoupling.

handle fewer connections and thus leave more room to manage
more high-speed SUs. As a remark, the proposed control
signaling protocol is aligned well to the design methodology
of the emerging software-defined networks (SDNs). The C/U
decoupling also bears similarity to the DUCHA protocol we
proposed for IEEE 802.11 networks which has been shown to
significantly improve network performance [88].

TABLE II
IMPORTANT CONCEPTS IN THE CCHN

Concept Definition
SSP An service provider that coordinates spectrum harvesting and optimization within the CCHN
PU The incumbent devices that possess the licenses for specific spectrum bands

BS An infrastructure node provides the fundamental support of coverage services, allows the SSP to gain
backbone network services and serves as an agent of the SSP for control message exchange

CR-router A wireless router/fixed relay station equipped with multiple CR interfaces, which can be tuned to various
available frequency bands for communications

Cognitive radio mesh A wireless mesh backhaul which could employ both harvested bands and basic bands
to assist BSs in service delivery via multi-hop transmissions

Basic bands Spectrum bands licensed to the SSP
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C. Data Delivery for SUs

Data transmission in the proposed CCHN is highly flexible
as a cognitive radio mesh is added between BSs and SUs.
According to the types of services, the data traffic of SUs could
be delivered through either long-distance direct connections
(i.e., the SU ↔ BS ↔ the data network) or short-range
multi-hop transmissions (i.e., the SU ↔ CR-router ↔ · · ·
↔ BS ↔ the data network). When requiring low-latency
services, SUs will directly exchange their data with the nearby
BSs. Otherwise, SUs interact with the data network via their
associated CR-routers and the cognitive radio mesh where
SUs’ data are delivered through multi-hop transmissions. If
the data are delivered between two SUs in the same service
area, it could even be carried via the short-range multi-hop
transmissions without going through BSs (i.e., the source SU
↔ CR-router ↔ · · · ↔ CR-router ↔ the destination SU).

For SUs connecting to CR-routers, they first submit their
online data requests to their closest associated CR-routers at
the beginning of each scheduling period. Then, CR-routers
aggregate those requests and submit them to the SSP (i.e.,
the associated BS). Based on the collected information, the
SSP formulates network optimization involving routing, link
scheduling, and resource allocation by considering traffic
demands, spectrum availability, and energy consumption. Once
the optimization is carried out, the decision is sent to CR-
routers through the C-plane. Accordingly, CR-routers work
collectively and collaboratively to deliver SUs’ data over
the cognitive radio mesh through multi-hop transmissions.
Meanwhile, CR-routers notify the admission/rejection of the
transmission requests under their coverage. Once being ad-
mitted, SUs transmit their data to, or receive data from, CR-
routers via the allocated resources. For user devices without
cognitive radio capability, their communications with BSs/CR-
routers are conducted through the basic bands or the bands
which they normally use for communication services. In other
cases, according to the resource allocation decisions, SUs
could communicate with BSs/CR-routers through either basic
bands or harvested bands. Notice that the cognitive radio mesh
is attempting to minimize the use of basic bands and transport
data as close as possible to the end users. In this way, some
data services, such as delay tolerant services (e.g., video clips),
can be offloaded to harvested bands while saving basic bands
for more important services such as delay sensitive services.

D. Traffic Differentiation in Cognitive Radio Mesh

In our CCHN, the significant amount of data traffic are
relayed through the cognitive radio mesh. Given limited avail-
able spectrum bands, how to efficiently deliver SUs’ traffic is
key to the success of the CCHN. On the one hand, SUs’ data
requests come with different sizes and QoS constraints. When
listening to music, users may expect more timely delivery of
service and the size of a music file could be quite small. While
downloading files, users could tolerate certain amount of delay
and the size of a file could be relatively large. To efficiently
support SUs’ data traffic, we should differentiate data with
different characteristics. On the other hand, in the proposed
CCHN, particularly in the cognitive radio mesh, there are two

kinds of spectrum bands, i.e., the basic spectrum bands and
the harvested spectrum bands. The basic spectrum bands are
reliable as they are owned by the SSP. The harvested bands are
not reliable as the SSP do not hold a license on those bands and
thus do not have priority. The premise of dynamic spectrum
sharing is that SUs should vacate the spectrum bands once
PUs become active. Due to the unexpected return of PUs, the
harvested spectrum bands are not reliable enough to support
delay-sensitive data or data with stringent QoS constraints.
Consequently, in the cognitive radio mesh, these kinds of data
are carried over the reliable basic bands, while delay tolerant
data should be transmitted over harvested bands. As most of
data traffic observed in today’s mobile traffic such as video
clips are delay tolerant [89], differentiating traffic according
to their timeliness or QoS requirements could save precious
basic spectrum to support more sessions with strict delay or
QoS constraints.

E. Improved Spectrum Utilization

It is commonly observed that spectrum utilization can be
improved via centralized control and multi-hop transmissions.
As a network operator, the SSP is in charge of the spectrum
allocation for the CCHN. With the help of CR-routers, the
SSP collects various kinds of information, such as traffic
distribution and unused licensed spectrum bands available
to the network for opportunistic access. Based on gathered
information, the SSP supervises the operations of the cognitive
radio mesh by performing centralized network optimization
to determine routing, link scheduling and resource allocation.
This centralized control facilitates the efficient management of
available spectrum bands including those unreliable harvested
spectrum bands. Meanwhile, instead of using long-distance
direct transmissions with BSs, the cognitive radio mesh al-
lows SUs’ data to be delivered via short-distance multi-hop
communications, which will significantly improve frequency
reuse and hence spectrum utilization. For example, multi-hop
transmissions reduce the first-/last-hop transmission range of
SUs. Due to the reduced transmission range, the transmis-
sion power of SUs/CR-routers could be significantly lowered
and frequency reuse for basic bands could be significantly
improved through careful frequency planning. For illustrative
purpose, let us consider the CCHN shown in Fig. 4 where
frequencies f1, f2 and f3 are employed in cell 1, cell 2,
and cell 3 for communications, respectively. Clearly, If SUs
directly communicate with BSs, f1, f2 and f3 may be different
in order to guarantee performance according to the traditional
frequency planning, which significantly limits the available
basic spectrum bands for each cell. In contrast, with low-power
multi-hop transmissions via CR-routers in our CCHN, user
1 in cell 1 not only could use frequency f1, but also could
borrow f2 and f3 from neighboring cells to exchange its data
with the nearby CR-router when transmitting power at the CR-
router or user 1 is kept at certain level. Moreover, thanks to the
short-range multi-hop transmissions, both SUs and CR-routers
could employ a lower transmit power level and thus locally
unused licensed spectrum bands could also be utilized more
efficiently. As shown in Fig. 5, PU1, PU2 and PU3 are PUs.
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Assuming that PU1 is communicating with PU3 and PU2 is
silent. The SU could not directly communicate with the BS
via PUs’ spectrum as PU1 and PU3 are within its interference
range [67]. However, as shown in Fig. 5, due to reduced
transmission power, the data of SU could be exchanged with
the BS through the CR-router as a relay without interfering
with the transmissions between PU1 and PU3.

F. Spectrum Auction Support

Unlike existing works, in the CCHN, it is the SSP which
participates in the spectrum auction. The SSP aggregates
SUs’ data requests and their possible bids for services via its
deployed CR-routers [90]. This process is carried out on the
control channels or the channels allocated by the SSP. Upon
receiving these data requests and their associated bids, the
SSP makes centralized coordination to optimize the network
performance or maximize its profit, depending on its revenue
model. When the current available basic and harvested bands
are not enough to support SUs’ requests, it will determine how
much spectrum is needed and then join the spectrum auction
process to bid for the needed spectrum resources. Compared
with per-user based spectrum auction schemes, the spectrum
auction in the CCHN is feasible and practical. First, as an
operator, the SSP has more bargaining power than individual
SUs and owns more credibility to carry out spectrum auction.
Second, the SSP possesses all necessary information, such as
traffic distribution and spectrum availability, and thus is clear
about which spectrum bands to bid for both in time and in
space. In this way, the SSP could minimize the purchased

spectrum while guaranteeing certain level of satisfaction of
SUs, the statistical QoS guarantee [91]. Third, since most
of the participants in the spectrum market are SSPs rather
than SUs, the number of involved parties in spectrum auction
is dramatically reduced, which facilitates online auction and
contract enforcement. Finally, since the SSP has its own
OAM (Operations, administration and management) system,
spectrum auction related operations can be treated as a part
of its OAM, and hence bidding process can be implemented
easily and does not need SUs to interact with the spectrum
market place for any online spectrum auction operations.

G. Advantages of the proposed CCHN

The architecture of the proposed CCHN is very flexible to
implement future CRNs and could address almost all issues
we have mentioned in Section II. First, we only require CR-
routers and BSs rather than SUs to have cognitive radio
capability. Compared with light-weighted SUs, CR-routers
and BSs are less restricted in size and power, which makes
the installation of cognitive radios easier. Since CR-routers
and BSs are equipped with multiple interfaces, including the
basic band interface and the cognitive radio interface, they are
capable of communicating on both basic and harvested bands.
SUs could communicate with CR-routers/BSs via cognitive
radios if they have the cognitive radio interface. If not, they
could interact with CR-routers/BSs through basic bands or the
bands which they normally use for communication services.
In such a way, the hardware design complexity of CRNs is
shifted from users’ side to the network side and SUs could
benefit from cognitive radio technology even if they do not
have cognitive radio capability. On the one hand, even SUs
communicate with CR-routers via basic bands, their data might
be delivered over the harvested bands in the cognitive radio
mesh. On the other hand, by shifting delay tolerant traffic
to harvested bands, the cognitive radio mesh require fewer
basic bands and thus more basic bands could be saved to
handle more QoS stringent services for SUs. Besides, since
SUs do not have to conduct power hungry operations such as
spectrum sensing, tremendous energy saving can be achieved
on SUs, which will prolong SUs’ battery life. Second, common
control signaling is no longer an difficult issue since the SSP
owns its basic bands and could allocate part of these reliable
bands for control signaling. Third, the network resources
could be efficiently utilized due to multi-hop transmissions
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and partially centralized (hybrid) control just as what cellu-
lar systems have been done. As aforementioned, multi-hop
transmissions in cognitive radio mesh not only facilitates more
aggressive frequency reuse, but also enables better exploitation
of locally unused harvested spectrum bands. In the CCHN,
the SSP will employ CR-routers and spectrum sensing nodes
to collect network intelligence, such as traffic distribution
and spectrum information. Based on collected information,
the SSP makes (partially) centralized network optimization
and provides network-level supervision to support statistical
QoS provisioning, which solves those problems faced by per-
user based routing schemes in CRNs. For example, based on
collected information, the SSP can statistically quantify the
concerned metrics, such as throughput and delay, of each link
and obtain optimal traffic and resource allocation strategies
by formulating and solving cross-layer optimization problems
accordingly with flow routing and link scheduling constraints
[67], [90]. Then, the SSP will send corresponding decisions to
BSs and CR-routers to coordinate their operations so that e2e
QoS can be statistically guaranteed. Upon the return of PUs,
the affected CR-routers will immediately stop transmitting
and notify the SSP through the allocated control channels.
Then, the SSP will find new paths for the affected sessions.
Moreover, the flexibility and the cognitive capability of the
CCHN make it possible for the SSP to efficiently exploit
the big chunk of unlicensed millimeter wave bands [92].
Fourth, the SSP and its deployed infrastructure will provide
efficient support for spectrum auction. In the CCHN, SUs
submit data service requests as well as their bids for data
delivery services to the SSP via allocated channels. Upon
receiving all these information, the SSP finds out how much
spectrum resource is needed and submits bids to the auctioneer
through, for example, wired connections. Since the SSP has
all necessary information, it could easily identify the optimal
spectrum bands to bid for. Due to the existence of the SSP, bill
collection and FCC rule enforcement will become much easier.
Fifth, with the SSP, the number of participants competing
for spectrum access opportunities will be greatly reduced,
which allows more intelligent access to PUs’ spectrum bands.
Since all the CR-routers and BSs are deployed by the SSP,
the whole CCHN could be considered as a single party
searching for spectrum access opportunities. Noticing PUs’
traffic intensities are diverse over different spectrum bands and
at different locations, the SSP could determine to access the
optimal spectrum bands, such as those with light traffic or less
variation in spectrum availability. For illustration purpose, let
us consider cooperative spectrum sharing, where the SSP can
coordinate its deployed BSs and CR-routers to help with PUs’
transmissions in exchange for spectrum access opportunities,
as an example [50], [93]. Since these BSs and CR-routers are
owned by the SSP, when the SSP attempts to get spectrum
access by cooperating with PUs, it could select a set of PUs
to cooperate with to maximize the overall throughput of the
CCHN. As the feasibility of cooperative spectrum sharing
depends on PUs’ and SSPs’ willingness to cooperate, we can
employ contract theory and two sided matching to design
cooperative spectrum sharing schemes under the CCHN con-
sidering incomplete information, multiple PUs and multiple

SSPs [94]–[96].
In summary, our CCHN design advocates the collective

welfare of the whole SU community by introducing a new
player, the SSP, to manage the spectrum harvesting to more
effectively serve the whole SU community and by shifting the
design complexity from user side to the network side. The col-
laborative design is aligned well to the design trend happening
in 5G cellular systems and beyond. The effectiveness of the
CCHN has been verified in various situations, the results are
shown in some of our recent works [67]–[69].

H. Relation to Industrial Standardization Activities

The proposed CCHN could be seen as an ideal comple-
ment to existing industrial standardization activities. Current-
ly, industrial standard efforts mainly focus on operational
specifications at the physical (PHY) layer and the medium
access control (MAC) layer to implement efficient cognitive
radio capability [97]–[102]. For example, the IEEE 1900.4
aims to define resource management building blocks in both
network and user sides for coordinated decision making and
efficient spectrum utilization, the IEEE 1900.6 aims to fa-
cilitate spectrum sensing by standardizing the information
exchange between spectrum sensors and their client, such as
spectrum databases and intelligent building blocks, and the
standard ECMA-392 specifies a physical layer and a medium
access control layer for personal/portable devices operating in
TV white spaces [97], [103], [104]. While our CCHN aims
to provide a flexible architecture for radio access networks
where the potential of cognitive radios in boosting network
capacity can be fully exploited. The CCHN aligns well to those
industrial standards in how spectrum resources are identified
and utilized, such as the adoption of spectrum usage maps
and relatively centralized spectrum allocation. In the CCHN,
CR-routers and BSs have multiple interfaces which can be
flexibly reconfigured by the SSP to efficiently utilize available
spectrum resources for service delivery. In view of this, the
CCHN also fits well to the application scenarios of cognitive
radio systems listed by the ITU [105], [106]. In a word, various
functional entities, such as spectrum usage maps, agile com-
munication devices and functional architecture in CR-routers,
of the CCHN can be implemented by following those industry
standards, and the industry standards can be complemented
by the CCHN to implement flexible and efficient CRNs. For
convenience, we list major standardization body and their
technical focuses in Table III.

I. Current Proposals for CRN Architectures

In the current literature, there are mainly three kinds of
CRNs, i.e., CRANs, ICRNs and hybrid CRNs (HCRNs) [31],
[50], [107], [108]. A CRAN does not rely on fixed infrastruc-
ture, and, in a CRAN, data is forwarded among SUs via multi-
hop transmissions. Unlike traditional ad hoc networks, multi-
hop transmissions in a CRAN are very challenging. Being dis-
tributed in nature, the end SUs should make routing decisions
by themselves, which requires SUs to obtain various kinds of
information such as network topology, traffic information and
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spectrum availability. Unfortunately, due to spatial and tempo-
ral variations in spectrum availability, information collection
in a CRAN is very difficult and control signaling overheads
are very high [31]. With limited information, routing decisions
of SUs are inevitably subject to transmission contentions as
well as interference. Moreover, as the growing traffic demands
are mainly targeted at Internet services, current end-to-end
services promised by a CRAN might not be truly interesting
in practice. In contrast, the CCHN architecture allows SUs
to obtain data services by simply accessing to neighboring
BSs/CR-routers. SUs only need to subscribe the SSP’s services
and submit their data requests to neighboring BSs/CR-routers.
The SSP will collect SUs’ data requests and spectrum avail-
ability information with the help of CR-routers. With collected
information, the SSP will provide network-level supervision to
BSs and CR-routers via its basic bands in order to deliver data
services to SUs. Namely, the CCHN architecture alleviates
SUs from the burden of information collection and decision
making. In addition to CRANs, several existing works advo-
cate ICRNs in which base stations (BSs) or access points (APs)
serve as the anchoring points and provide SUs with backhaul
connections to the Internet [50], [107]. In an ICRN, BSs/APs
are equipped with cognitive radios and SUs could directly
communicate with BSs/APs on unused licensed spectrum
bands via single-hop transmissions, which dramatically limits
frequency reuse and increases SUs’ energy consumption. Ad-
ditionally, current ICRNs encounter many design challenges
in practical implementations. The basic premise in ICRNs is
that BSs/APs are able to collect all necessary information and
disseminate resource allocation decisions back to SUs [48],
[50]. Unfortunately, information collection and dissemination
in a CRN are also very challenging. SUs’ demands for unused
licensed spectrum bands imply that their allocated spectrum
bands are not enough to support current traffic requests and
they might not have extra spectrum bands to submit necessary
information to BSs/APs. Without this information, it is difficult
for BSs/APs to make efficient coordination as well as achieve
efficient resource utilization. Even if coordination decisions
have been made, SUs and BSs/APs might have different
views of spectrum availability, and BSs/APs will encounter
difficulties in issuing coordination decisions and establishing

communication links. Unlike ICRNs, in the CCHN, the SSP
employs dedicated basic bands to supervise the operation
of the cognitive radio mesh where data traffic is delivered
between SUs and BSs via multi-hop transmissions. In such
a way, all aforementioned issues can be addressed under the
CCHN architecture. When compared with CRANs and ICRNs,
HCRNs might be the architecture which is most similar to the
CCHN, since, in both architectures, SUs’ data are delivered
to BSs via multi-hop transmissions. However, it should be
noted that the CCHN architecture is substantially different
from HCRNs. An HCRN consists of SUs with CR capable
communication devices and BSs operating under different
network access technologies [109]. SUs can access BSs, which
might belongs to different service providers, either directly
or through multi-hop transmissions with the help of other
SUs. Namely, HCRNs are generally combinations of CRANs
and ICRNs. Unlike HCRNs, our CCHN design advocates the
collective welfare of the whole SU community by introducing
a secondary service provider (SSP) with its own licensed
spectrum bands, i.e., basic bands, to manage the spectrum
harvesting and the cognitive radio mesh to more effectively
serve the whole SU community. Different from HCRNs, when
designing the CCHN, we do not impose specific requirements
on SUs’ communication devices so that SUs can enjoy the
benefits of cognitive radio technology even without cognitive
capability. To achieve this goal, CR-routers with different
kinds of interfaces are introduced to facilitate SUs’ network
access. Unlike HCRNs where SUs’ data is relayed to BSs
with the help of other SUs, CR-routers in the CCHN form a
cognitive radio mesh to facilitate data exchange between BSs
and SUs. In contrast to HCRNs, all BSs and CR-routers in the
CCHN belong to the SSP who can optimally exploit available
network resources, such as harvested spectrum bands, to serve
SUs. Moreover, different from HCRNs, the CCHN adopts the
idea of using reliable basic bands to supervise the utilization
of unreliable harvested bands in the cognitive radio mesh,
which enables efficient resource utilization. Thus, the CCHN
is a novel architecture for CRNs and is designed according to
the principles summarized in Section II rather than a simple
combination of the CRAN and the ICRN.

TABLE III
STANDARDIZATION BODIES AND THEIR TECHNICAL FOCUSES.

Standardization Body Technical Focus

IEEE
IEEE 802 Group 802.22 standard for wireless RANs operating in TV white space

IEEE SCC 41 1900 standards for next generation radio
access networks and advanced spectrum management

ECMA ECMA-392 PHY and MAC for operation in TV white space

ETSI RRS TC

WG1 System aspects and cognitive functionalities
WG2 Radio Equipment architecture
WG3 Security, certification and declaration of conformity
WG4 Civil security and inter domain synergies

ITU

WP 1A Spectrum engineering techniques
WP 1B Spectrum management methodologies and economic strategies
WP 1C Spectrum monitoring

WP 5A
Land mobile service above 30 MHz* (excluding IMT);

wireless access in the fixed service;
amateur and amateur-satellite services

WP 5D IMT Systems
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IV. POTENTIAL RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

In Section III, we elaborate, in general, on how a flexible
and efficient architecture for CRNs could be designed based on
the principles provided in Section II. To fully exploit the nice
features of the designed CCHN, we need to refine the details of
the design. In what follows, we will elaborate on what kinds of
problems have to be considered to further refine details of the
designed architecture with several possible research directions.

A. CR-Router Design

A key component in the CCHN is the CR-routers which
are responsible for gathering spectrum statistics, collecting
SUs’ traffic information, conducting data transmissions and
receptions, and managing spectrum allocation in their charging
regions. To fulfill all prescribed functions, besides routing
capability, CR-routers should meet several requirements. First,
each CR-router should be equipped with multiple radios such
that it could exploit multiple spectrum bands simultaneously.
Second, in case of the unexpected return of PUs, CR-routers
should be able to monitor the harvested bands even if they
are currently utilizing these bands. This requires CR-routers
to be capable of handling self-interference. Third, each CR-
router must have multiple interfaces such that non-cognitive
SUs can benefit from CRNs. Fourth, as required by the CCHN,
each CR-router has to exchange control messages with SUs,
BSs and other CR-routers. Considering possible deployment
scenarios, say, lampposts, the size and power consumption of
CR-routers should be kept as small as possible. The integration
of all these required functions on a CR-router with relatively
limited size and power consumption is not easy and significant
research efforts are needed.

B. CR-Router Placement

The CCHN relies on CR-routers to deliver services, which
implies the deployment of CR-routers will significantly affect
the performance of the CCHN. To harness the benefit of
the CCHN, CR-routers should provide a full coverage in
the service area of the SSP. To achieve full coverage, the
locations of CR-routers matter. When CR-routers are sparsely
deployed, they might employ higher transmit power to provide
coverage and thus more energy will be wasted on broadcasting
access related information, such as CR-router identification
and synchronization signaling. At the same time, the longer
the distance between CR-routers and SUs, the more transmit
power SUs should be adopted. This will make SUs quickly
run out of battery. On the contrary, densely deployed CR-
routers will not only incur higher capital expenditure (CAPEX)
and operating expense (OPEX), but also increase coordination
complexity. Moreover, the deployment of CR-routers is highly
related to spectral efficiency. According to the distances among
different CR-routers, spectrum availability shows different
levels of correlation. Intuitively, when getting closer, two CR-
routers will have higher possibility to share similar available
bands, which improves the utilization of harvested bands.
However, to coordinate those densely deployed CR-routers, we
might need to allocate more basic bands for control signaling,

which results in fewer basic bands for data services. Thus,
how to economically deploy CR-routers to efficiently utilize
available resources while meeting enough service demands
and also conserving energy is an interesting and challenging
problem. We notice that there are multiple recent works on
the infrastructure node placement problem in CRNs. In [110],
Li et al. study the placement of secondary access points for
two competing operators as well as the corresponding user
association process by formulating a power-discrimination
spatial game. In [111], Zhu et al. find the optimal relay
location for a two-hop CRN subject to outage constraints.
Unfortunately, the features of the CCHN, mesh-typed wireless
backhaul and SUs’ heterogeneous communication devices,
are not considered in these works. In the CCHN, how to
deploy CR-routers will not only relate to how data traffic
are routed but also how spectrum resources are allocated in
the cognitive radio mesh. This deployment problem will be
further complicated by the broadcast nature of the wireless
medium and the limited battery storage of SUs’ devices. As
the activities of multiple CR-routers might be affected by the
same PU, available spectrum bands in different links in the
cognitive radio mesh are correlated. Since SUs’ devices might
be battery-powered, CR-routers should be deployed such that
the energy consumption of SUs’ devices are constrained below
certain level. That is, when deploying CR-routers in the
CCHN, we should jointly consider the distribution of SUs’
traffic requests, PUs’ activities and distributions and the energy
consumption of SUs’ devices, which makes the CR-router
placement problem in the CCHN different and challenging.
Although we have obtained some preliminary results on this
problem with simplifying assumption in [112], substantial
amount of work is still necessary.

C. Cross Layer Support for SUs Under Uncertain Spectrum
Supply

Instead of single-hop transmissions as most commonly
studied in current cognitive radio research, data traffic in
our CCHN may be delivered in a multi-hop fashion. The
capability of multi-hop transmissions in a cognitive radio mesh
network makes our CCHN more flexible and paves the way
for network capacity enhancement. Multi-hop transmissions
bring about many advantages, such as reduced transmit power,
more aggressive frequency reuse, better exploitation of locally
available spectrum bands, and load balancing. To exploit
these advantages, we need to cope with several challenges.
As aforementioned, a cognitive radio mesh needs to support
multiple sessions with distinct sources and destinations. Since
the data flows of these sessions come with different rates and
QoS constraints, the flow paths should be carefully designed
so that more sessions could be supported. Clearly, it is
impossible to achieve flow optimization without considering
the throughput provided by different links which is related to
link scheduling and resource allocation. Thus, when allocating
spectrum resources for flow optimization in a cognitive radio
mesh, we need to utilize cross-layer information to jointly
consider routing, scheduling and resource allocation. As CR-
routers have cognitive radio capability, when performing net-
work optimization, we should also consider how to efficiently
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utilize unused licensed spectrum bands. For example, reduced
transmit power might lead to the decrease of data rate on
a specific channel, but will also make more PUs’ spectrum
bands available through frequency reuse. Thus, the CCHN
could support more sessions via regulating the transmit power
of CR-routers. It should be noted that harvested spectrum
bands are not reliable due to the unexpected return of PUs.
This uncertainty makes it impossible to offer a strict QoS
guarantee on harvested spectrum bands. This is why we push
delay-tolerant data to harvested bands and still support delay
sensitive traffic in SSP’s basic bands. Due to the uncertainty in
PUs’ spectrum bands, the network optimization, i.e., routing,
link scheduling and resource allocation, in CCHN, is highly
interesting but challenging. In this case, the techniques used
for traditional multi-channel and multi-radio systems are not
applicable and stochastic optimization seems to be the only
way out [67]–[69], [83], [91], [113]. Another possible method
may be the quantile/superquantile optimization [114], which
shares the same spirit as our optimization approach as alluded
above. To ensure effective statistical QoS provisioning, we
also need to find an effective stochastic model to capture the
random nature of the uncertain harvested spectrum resources,
which is not an easy task considering the spatial and temporal
variations in PUs’ activities and requires more research efforts.

D. Fine Grained Spectrum Mapping
To efficiently use the spectrum and regulate service pro-

visioning, the SSP has to maintain an accurate and high
resolution spectrum usage map within its coverage area. To get
high-quality spectrum statistics, a fundamental problem is how
often spectrum sensing should be performed via CR-routers.
Too frequent spectrum sensing will introduce too much over-
head and energy consumption. Particularly, when cooperative
spectrum sensing is adopted, frequent sensing activities will
introduce large amounts of communication overhead. On the
other hand, with less frequent spectrum sensing, the SSP, BSs
and CR-routers could not immediately be aware of variations
in spectrum availability, which will lead to harmful interfer-
ence to PUs as well as inefficient spectrum utilization. Another
problem concerning spectrum sensing is how to coordinate
CR-routers and spectrum sensing nodes to get a fine grained
spectrum mapping. Since spectrum availability is location-
dependent and time-varying, the number of spectrum sensing
nodes, the locations of fixed sensing nodes, and the path
planning of mobile sensing nodes are all needed to be carefully
investigated to provide an accurate, comprehensive and timely-
updated spectrum map. Since spectrum sensing algorithms and
devices are the basis of the fine grained spectrum mapping,
research efforts should still be devoted to developing more
efficient spectrum sensing algorithms and devices (i.e., CR-
routers), which are still under investigation.

E. Traffic Analysis
In the CCHN, data services are handled differently based on

whether they are delay-sensitive or delay-tolerant. To achieve
this goal, we need to know what kinds of data are delay-
sensitive and what kinds of data are delay-tolerant. Unfor-
tunately, this is not an easy task. The network performance

will be significantly affected by the classification. If the
criteria is too conservative, only limited amount of traffic
will be considered as delay-tolerant, which results in limited
performance gain. When the classification is too aggressive,
too much traffic will be pushed to harvested bands, which will
cause congestion and lead to performance degradation. More
importantly, whether a data service is delay-sensitive or delay-
tolerant not only depends on the property of the application,
e.g., its data volumes and delay constraints, but also depends
on the capability of the considered network. A data service,
which is delay-tolerant in a network with high data rate, might
become delay-sensitive in a network with limited bandwidth.
To determine what kinds of traffic could be considered as delay
tolerant, we should collect huge amount of network statistics
and conduct an extensive and comprehensive analysis. Thus,
teletraffic analysis should be revisited for newly emerging
mobile applications. Although we have witnessed constantly
growing interests in mobile traffic analysis, these works are
mainly focused on extracting and modelling spatial-temporal
traffic patterns within the telecommunication networks [115]–
[117]. As pointed out in [117], efficient techniques to simulta-
neously capture the three dimensions of teletraffic, i.e., space,
time and the type of services, are still lacking. In view of
this, traditional traffic engineering for cellular networks may
not be enough and a revisit to teletaffic analysis of newly
emerging services consisting of various delay-tolerant services
is necessary.

F. Spectrum Allocation for Control and Data Plane: C/U
Decoupling

Efficient resource utilization in CRNs is achieved through
centralized control of the SSP. In the CCHN, the SSP employs
CR-routers to collect information on spectrum availability and
traffic distribution in its service area to facilitate network
optimization. Once routing, link scheduling and resource al-
location have been determined, the SSP sends these decisions
back to the CR-routers to coordinate their activities. Obviously,
this process involves a lot of control signaling exchanges
between the SSP and CR-routers. Furthermore, each CR-
router needs to exchange control messages with SUs and other
CR-routers to enable traffic distribution collection and multi-
hop transmissions. To make the CCHN work properly and
effectively, the SSP should allocate spectrum bands for these
control information exchanges (C-plane). To ensure the CCHN
function correctly, C-plane traffic should be handled with high
reliability and strict delay constraints. As harvested bands are
not reliable, C-plane traffic could only be conveyed through the
basic bands. Due to limited amount of basic bands, more basic
bands for control signaling implies fewer basic bands for delay
sensitive data (U-plane) and SU access, which might lead to
a decrease in system capacity. Therefore, how to optimally
allocate precious basic bands for C-plane and U-plane traffics
is of vital importance to the success of the CCHN. We have
addressed this issue in [81] for wireless railway systems in
which reliable low frequency bands are used to control the
use of unreliable high frequency bands. Similar idea may be
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utilized for this design, which is still under research3.

G. Channel Mapping and Frame Structure Redesign

As mentioned previously, C/U plane decoupling is applied
in the CCHN to provide high-quality data services as well
as efficient mobility support for SUs. C/U plane decoupling
requires that control signaling and data traffic be handled
over different frequency bands and possible different net-
work entities, which is unfortunately not supported in current
wireless networks, such as LTE networks. In LTE, C-plane
and U-plane traffic are mixed in the physical layer even
though they are separated logically in upper network layers.
For example, although Dedicated Control Channel (DCCH)
and Downlink Traffic Channel (DTCH) are different logic
channels, they are carried on the same physical channel, i.e.,
Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) [120]. To enable
C/U plane decoupling in the CCHN, the mapping between
logic channels and physical channels as well as the physical
layer frame structures in current CRNs should be redesigned,
which will be addressed in our CCHN.

H. In-Network Caching

In the CCHN, SUs’ traffic and PUs’ activities vary indepen-
dently, which makes it difficult to efficiently utilize spectrum
access opportunities. In some situations, the CCHN has more
than enough unused licensed bands to support SUs’ data
traffic, while in other cases, SUs’ data traffic is much higher
than what the available spectrum bands could handle. It would
be nice that the CCHN could take advantage of currently
abundant spectrum resources to relieve latter congestion. In
view of the continuous increase in content dissemination
based services, such as video streaming services and video
clips embedded in many mobile applications, in which users
care more about data content rather than locations where
these data are stored [121], [122], we could deploy caching
techniques at the edge of the CCHN and utilize abundant
harvested bands to proactively push data contents to the edge
of the CCHN. Extensive caching could be implemented at CR-
routers, or connected to CR-routers via wired connections.
Later on, SUs’ requests could be served by these cached
content, which reduces the traffic in the cognitive radio mesh.
In such a way, the CCHN is able to exploit current abundant
spectrum resources to serve future massive traffic demands,
which allows spectrum resources to be used more efficiently.

When proactive in-network caching is introduced to the
CCHN, a fundamental problem is where to cache data items.
Due to limited capacity, a cache could not store all available
data items. To improve SUs’ experience, we must carefully
study where each data item is cached. This problem is more
challenging in the CCHN, since the number of data items that
could be delivered is limited by the availability of harvested

3It should be noted that the concept of C/U decoupling in the CCHN is
slightly different from that in SDN. The C/U decoupling in SDN aims to
extract control functions from network devices in order to make networks
more flexible [118], [119], while the C/U decoupling in the CCHN primarily
results from the idea of employing reliable basic bands to supervise the
utilization of unreliable harvested bands.

spectrum bands in the CCHN which is highly dynamic in both
spatial and temporal domains. An efficient caching scheme
should jointly consider where and how to push those data
items. This line of research can benefit from the study of
information-centric networks (ICNs) [123]. We notice that
similar problems have been addressed in a few recent works.
For example, in-network caching is introduced to cognitive ad
hoc networks based on the concept of named data networking
for end-to-end data delivery in [124], and a caching placement
problem for multi-hop CRNs is studied in [125] to balance the
dissemination and access costs with constraints on data access
delay. Unfortunately, it is still unclear how to efficiently utilize
harvested bands for proactive in-network caching. During
the proactive caching process, the intended content might
be cached at the destined CR-router due to SUs’ regular
data requests. In addition, how to schedule the data traffic
incurred by proactive caching and the operation of CR-routers,
particularly considering uncertain PUs’ activities, is still not
well addressed. Although our recent work in [126] has solved
this problem to some extent, considerable research efforts are
still needed.

I. Spectrum Auction

As SSPs are involved in spectrum auction, existing works
on per-user based auction could not be directly applied and
we need to revisit both auction mechanism design as well as
SSPs’ bidding strategies to make spectrum auction effective
[127]–[129]. Generally speaking, an auction mechanism con-
sists of winner determination mechanism, which determines
the winners of an auction, and payment mechanism, which
specifies how the winners are charged [127]–[129]. Notic-
ing spectrum reusability, a group of buyers without mutual
interference are usually claimed as winners, which implies
winner determination in spectrum auction is closely related
to interfering/conflicting relationships among buyers [127],
[130], [131]. Since different SSPs might deploy their BSs
and CR-routers in overlapped areas, the conflicting relations
among SSPs are more complicated than those in per-user
based spectrum auction. In this case, how to determine the
winners is very challenging but interesting. Once winners
are determined, we need a payment mechanism to guarantee
the auction mechanism is truthful. As mentioned in section
III.F, each SSP might require multiple bands in different areas
to support its services and thus must bid for a group of
spectrum bands simultaneously. To make spectrum auction
more effective, the auctioneer might allow each SSP to bid for
multiple groups of spectrum bands as what has been done in
combinatorial auction [128]. Unfortunately, this will introduce
competition among those bids from the same SSP. Under this
circumstance, how to design a payment mechanism to make
spectrum auction truthful is very interesting. Given the auction
mechanism, each SSP will determine their bidding strategies
accordingly. Unlike per-user based auction, SSPs bid for extra
spectrum bands to serve their associated SUs. Although each
SSP could support more SUs with more spectrum resources, it
is more likely to cause conflicts with other SSPs by bidding for
more spectrum bands [67], [69], [127]. Thus, the determination
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of bidding strategies for SSPs is more involved than that in per-
user based auction since they need to jointly consider resource
allocation, SUs’ bids and the cost of required spectrum bands.

V. SELECTED APPLICATION SCENARIOS

The flexibility of our CCHN renders itself numerous poten-
tial applications. In many practical situations, many function-
alities of CR-routers and BSs could be fulfilled by or easily
incorporated into existing network entities, which makes it
easier to upgrade existing wireless networks with cognitive
radio technology. Moreover, since CR-routers are wirelessly
backhauled to BSs, the proposed CCHN not only eases net-
work deployment, but also more effectively takes advantage of
existing infrastructure. In what follows, we will discuss some
potential application scenarios in which our CCHN provides
perfect fit for network service provisioning.

A. Cellular Networks

Recent popularity of smart devices leads to a sudden surge
of various mobile applications, such as anywhere anytime
online social networking and mobile video services, which
results in an explosive growth of mobile data traffic. Unfor-
tunately, current allocated cellular bands are far from enough
to support such a huge amount of data traffic and will soon
get congested [1]. To address this problem, one traditional
solution is to add more bandwidth, which would be a hard
thing to do. An alternative solution is to search for others’
bandwidth and harvest unused (licensed/unlicensed) bands to
take care of some cellular loads, resulting in cognitive cellular
networks (CCNs) [38], [107], [132], [133]. A fundamental
problem here is how to implement the CCN. The natural
questions first to ask are what kinds of spectrum bands to
acquire and what kinds of traffic should to support with these
harvested bands. Since harvested bands have to be evacuated
when PUs of a licensed band returns, it is hard to support QoS
stringent services. Fortunately, many mobile applications, such
as video clips, best effort data services, some short messages,
upload/download file services, etc., are delay tolerant and
could be effectively supported with opportunistic use of other
bands. Thus, the cellular operator could offload its delay
tolerant traffic to the harvested bands to save cellular bands for
more delay-sensitive services. Moreover, to be cost-effective
and enable rapid deployment, the envisioned CCN should
be flexible so that existing cellular networks could be easily
integrated with the CCN.

The proposed CCHN naturally meets these requirements,
particularly when the CSP is willing to upgrade its network
with CCHN capability. In this case, the CSP serves as the
SSP with its own basic cellular bands. It could modify its BSs,
including marco BSs (MBSs) and Small BSs (SBSs), to endow
them with cognitive radio capability and wireless routing
capability. Thus, the cellular BSs with wired backhaul work as
BSs in the CCHN, while others, such as SBSs or access points
(APs), work as CR-routers and collectively form a cognitive
radio mesh [38], [133], [134]. The CSP might also deploy
some additional fixed or mobile CR-routers in its service area.
These mobile CR-routers could be fast deployed at hot spots

to provide services or could physically deliver data between
two CR-routers/BSs via the store-carry-forward technique
[135]. Cellular users are served by nearby CR-routers/BSs
depending on their proximities. Each CR-router aggregates
data requests in its coverage area and submits the aggregated
requests to the CSP. Due to this aggregation, the conflicts in
control channels can be greatly reduced and cellular networks
could accommodate more connections. Furthermore, the CSP,
i.e., the SSP, could configure these CR-routers to deliver
data to BSs via multi-hop transmissions. For example, once
a hot spot is detected, the CSP could reconfigure its CR-
routers to direct delay tolerant data to lightly loaded areas
via harvested bands, which not only relieves congestion, but
also improves user experience. Additionally, with the help
of cognitive radio mesh, the CSP could push delay tolerant
data via harvested bands to the edge of the cellular network
where cellular users enjoy high speed access with low energy
consumption due to closer proximities, which can also reduce
co-channel interference. Another benefit with this kind of data
delivery mechanism is the frequency efficiency increase due
to improved frequency reuse of cellular bands. Some channels
within traditional frequency reuse distance may be borrowed
due to lower transmission power between cellular users and
edge CR-routers. With the cognitive radio mesh in place, the
SSP is able to take advantage of multi-hop device-to-device
(D2D) communication in the sense that cellular users’ data
are directly exchanged without going through the BS or data
networks [136]–[138]. For example, as shown in Fig. 6, the
SSP can facilitate data transmissions between SU1 and SU2
via CR-router 1 and 2. For non-CR devices, their associated
CR-routers/BSs can tune to the basic cellular bands to deliver
services, while other cellular devices could employ both cel-
lular bands and harvested bands for communications. In such
a way, cellular users could take advantage of cognitive radios
even if they do not have cognitive radio capability. Another
benefit of the CCHN is the possible price reduction on the
cellular data charge, as most of cellular data are delivered via
harvested bands, which are relatively cheaper than the cellular
bands. If spectrum auction can be made practical, the cellular
operators could interact with spectrum market and purchase
enough bandwidth to support their offloading services. They
could only design viable service provisioning to address the
end-to-end QoS by jointly managing their own licensed bands
and harvested bands because they have full view of service
requests and resource availability. Just because the cellular
operators have already addressed their security and privacy
issues over their own systems, they could easily addressed
the security and privacy over the cognitive radio segments.
In the sense, the proposed cognitive radio enhancement to
existing cellular systems pave the way to address the potential
congestion and spectrum shortage problems without adding
licensed bandwidth.

B. Disaster Relief and Rescue

Unexpected natural/man-made disasters, such as earthquake
or terrorist attacks, may cause severe damage and possibly
significant loss of life. During the disasters, communication
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Fig. 6. An illustrative example for D2D communications in the CCHN.

infrastructures might be fully/partially destroyed, and there
may cause lack of communication connections in the impacted
areas. As reported in [139], after the Wenchuan earthquake
in China, 28, 714 mobiles and PHS base stations were de-
stroyed and the worst affected areas experienced an outage
of communication connections. In contrast, there will be a
surge in communication traffic since victims may attempt to
search for help in all possible ways while first responders
need to report/coordinate their activities. The limited remain-
ing network resources may soon become congested, which
hinders the relief and rescue efforts. To provide communica-
tion services in the affected areas, a flexible network, which
could be rapidly deployed and efficiently utilizes all available
network resources, is of vital importance. In this situation, the
CCHN architecture could be utilized to build up an emergency
communication network.

One possible viable solution is to utilize emergency commu-
nication vehicles and disaster relief vehicles quickly deployed
in the affected areas after disasters. The emergency communi-
cation vehicles (ECVs) serve as BSs and could be connected
to core networks through various kinds of methods, such as
satellite communication [140]. The disaster relief vehicles are
equipped with communication devices with cognitive radio
capability. They serve as either mobile or static CR-routers and
form a cognitive radio mesh where data traffic is forwarded
through multi-hop transmissions. For inaccessible areas, we
could airdrop CR-routers by helicopters [139]. As in the
CCHN, the operations of the CR-routers are supervised by
the CSP via either ECVs or BSs still in place. All these
network components, including the vehicles and the BSs,
could transmit in both cellular bands and harvested band-
s. Meanwhile, the first responders could be equipped with
handheld devices which could collaborate with CR-routers to
sense for available spectrum and build up the spectrum map.
Additionally, emergency vehicles could be used as data mules
( [141]) to carry delay tolerant data, such as video records and
pictures of the hit area.

The above proposed emergency communication network
shares all advantages of the CCHN. Instead of directly commu-
nicating with ECVs or BSs, mobile users, such as victims and
first responders, could connect to the nearby CR-routers due
to the fact that CR-routers could tune to the radio interface of
affected users and establish immediate communications. CR-
routers aggregate users’ traffic and forward these data through

multi-hop transmissions. Aggregation at CR-routers relieves
the conflicts in control channels and multi-hop transmissions
improves spectrum reuse. Moreover, this architecture benefits
mobile devices with limited batteries in post-disaster situation-
s. After a disaster, it might be difficult for mobile devices to
get recharged since infrastructures and facilities may be ruined.
However, as mobile devices may have to connect to remote
BSs to get services, which makes batteries drain quickly. By
connecting to CR-routers, the energy in mobile devices could
be saved for more important use. Furthermore, CR-routers
could actively search for available spectrum bands and push
delay tolerant data to harvested bands, which not only boost
system capacity, but also benefit users without cognitive radio
capability. The CR-routers could also be used for intelligence
harvesting, such as the pictures of hit areas, victim distribution-
s, and weather conditions. All the collected information can be
processed and sent to disaster control center for coordination
and control. Meanwhile, the CR-routers could be used to
broadcast information such as battery charging station, the
locations of refuge, and potential secondary disasters.

C. Mobile Health

Mobile health (mHealth) is seen as a cost-effective way
to deliver healthcare services, particularly to places lacking
healthcare facilities [142]–[144]. By utilizing mobile devices
and wireless communication technologies, mHealth enables
long-term and continuous health monitoring for patients par-
ticularly for those who have chronic diseases. In mHealth
systems, various kinds of biomedical sensors are deployed on
people’s bodies to collect vital bio-signals and physiological
parameters, such as electrocardiogram, blood pressure, heart
rate and body temperature [142]. The collected data are
forwarded to possibly mobile data collection or processing
devices through wireless connections. Mobile devices either
locally process these data or send them to remote servers
for further processing and analysis. When an abnormal or
emergency situations are detected, requests are sent to alert
caregivers/doctors for assistance [142].

The success of mHealth heavily relies on the capability
of mobile devices and communications technologies. The
delivery of mHealth services involves frequent and huge
amount of data transmissions between mobile devices and
remote servers, which may not be effectively handled if
merely based on traditional telecommunications systems such
as cellular networks. On the one hand, mobile devices are
often with limited battery power and may quickly run out
of energy due to frequent communication with BSs [144].
On the other hand, with frequent and huge amount of data
transmission, traditional telecommunications networks may
soon get congested due to limited capacity. In particular, the
traffic on control channels will significantly increase as mobile
devices need to regularly report vital biomedical signals and
parameters for continuous monitoring and timely detection
[142], [145]. Fortunately, our proposed CCHN is a promising
way to deal with these challenges and enables us to fully enjoy
the benefits of mHealth. As presented in section V.A, once
the CSP upgrades its network to integrate CCHN capability,
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mobile devices could directly connect to nearby CR-routers
instead of BSs, which not only saves energy, but also mitigates
the congestions in both control and data channels. More
importantly, CR-routers are able to harvest and utilize unused
licensed bands for transmissions, and data could be carried
on either licensed bands or harvested bands according to the
traffic types. Specifically, delay tolerant data, such as non-
critical healthcare data for disease prevention, can be pushed
to unreliable harvested bands to save the precious reliable
licensed bands for delay sensitive traffic, such as assistance
requests in case of emergency and data generated from real
time monitoring for life critical situations. In such a way,
huge amount of data can be transmitted on cheaper harvested
bands rather than on expensive licensed bands, which could
reduce the cost of mHealth applications and contribute to
its wide deployment of mHealth systems. The cloud-assisted
remote monitoring technology we developed in [146] may be
incorporated into our CCHN for healthcare applications in
which huge data transportations are needed.

VI. CONCLUSION

Various kinds of mobile data arising from the wide appli-
cations of smart devices, such as smart phones and sensing
devices, demands a flexible and effective cognitive radio net-
work (CRN) architecture to efficiently utilize communications
and network resources. In this paper, we have presented a
tutorial on how such a novel flexible network architecture for
future cognitive radio technologies can be designed with the
cognitive capacity harvesting network (CCHN) as an exam-
ple. We have provided a comprehensive review on existing
architectural design issues in the current CRNs and identified
problems hindering the adoption of CRNs in practice. Based
on our analysis, we have concluded that a successful CRN
should be able to benefit non-CR capable devices, establish
reliable common control channels, efficiently utilize network
resources, provide network-side support for spectrum auction,
and guarantee statistical end-to-end (e2e) QoS. To achieve
these goals, we have introduced an SSP, which is an indepen-
dent wireless service provider with its own basic (licensed)
bands, and CR-routers, which forms a cognitive radio mesh
as backhaul facilities to enable effective information collection
and efficient resource allocation. We have demonstrated that
our proposed CCHN can address various design challenges in
existing CRNs and thus provides a very promising solution
to future CRNs. Although our CCHN has many nice features,
certain research efforts are still needed to fully exploit the
advantages of the CCHN. We hope this paper could stimulate
more research efforts to not only improve the CCHN, but also
yields viable approaches to implementing CRNs.
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